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Purpose
★ A collection of first ladies were studied to understand the 

implications associated with politics of fashion, 
specifically for professional women in the limelight

★ During the last half of the 20th century and the turn of the 
millennium, these women served as representatives of 
their decades’ fashion, and as each woman assumed the 
role, her style became iconic.

★ Their fashion and individualism are immortalized in the 
official white house portrait paintings, which is a time-
honored tradition for each President and First Lady.

★ Through this research, we will discuss how these portraits 
depict each ladies’ personal style, in addition to the 
influential aspects of role theory and the process of role 
application.



Conceptual Framework
★ Concept of distinct dress code over time 

became reinforced by the symbolic apparel 
of prominent national political figures such 
as the aforementioned First Ladies. 

★ Role Theory accurately describes how Each 
styling choice is a strategic decision to 
represent the role of First Lady in the eyes 
of the public.

★ Beginning with Mamie Eisenhower, the role 
of First Lady has become a form of the ideal 
all-American woman; Mamie was 
aspirational because she was the picture-
perfect housewife as well as a loving, 
beautiful partner to President Eisenhower.   



Methodology
★ Quality of dress has been used as both a political tool and weapon throughout history, 

especially for women. The style of a first lady has influenced many fashion trends and 
created contemporary norms

★ The focus went to the fashion of first ladies as we still have not yet had a female president in 
the white

★ house, and this is likely the most amplified position of power for women in American politics.

★ All the data that was collected was taken from the past 50 years, because as a society we have 
only put value into women in politics in semi-recent years

★ Location, color, and cut are the main points of data we have collected as they have the most 
dramatic effect on the overall style and influence thereof giving us a clear embodiment of 
each woman’s style



Findings - 1
★ This study measures the frequency of 

black, white, pink, blue, and red 
primarily colored outfits                                                                                                    

★ Code reads as follows: value 1 refers 
to red, value 2 refers to blue, value 3 
refers to purple, value 4 refers to 
pink, value 5 refers to black, and 
value 6 refers to white outfits

★ The most common color of dress was 
black, this signifies the ideal 
American woman to uphold a sense 
of high power and authority



Findings - 2
★ Graph describes the frequency of each color as 

it appears in First Ladies’ painted dress
★ The most common color of dress was black, 

recent trend of the popularity of black dresses 
and suits for First Ladies represents a change 
in the ideal American women

★ Color has been used since the beginning of 
fashion to evoke emotion and demonstrate 
status

★ All of the color choices made by each First 
Lady have each in their own way been elegant 
and refined, representing their status as a 
woman in politics as well as the importance of 
the portrait.



Implications
★ By examining these First Ladies of last fifty years of history, we have a more focused group of 

subjects in similar eras, permitting more consistent results in the evolving fashion of women 
in politics.

★ Each woman must select a formal, refined, and timeless ensemble as it will be recorded in 
history; allows the woman to have the opportunity to showcase their personal style in a 
conformed way

★ Examining the color and cut of each dress conveyed multitudes about the typical dress of a 
First Lady, most common two colors worn were black and white; followed by red, pink, and 
blue.

★ common cuts and colors speak to the timeless trends in our country, especially for 
merchandising professionals  in creating staple items

★ Differing from earlier First Ladies, we have more evidence of the public opinion based of the 
increase of media coverage on these women today

★ Recommendation for future research would be to look at the correlation between our First 
Ladies’ portraits and the apparel they wear to another consistent event



Thank You

Hope you learned 
something new 

today 


